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ABSTRACT 

The environment in which an optical system operates has a nr ...... n ...... c 

performance. This paper covers the effects of temperature, 
atmospheric interference on optical 
reconnaissance cameras. In this paper discusses 
elements on the performance 
for Long Range Obi ique 
to reduce or eliminate these 

INTRODUCTION 

Operating an optical system a changing environment can cause severe rlan..-r"lr1r•-r 

to the user's imagery unless precautions are 
three leading and most pronounced elements that degrade optical system performance 
are temperature, atmospheric pressure and atmospheric disturbances. Of these three, 
temperature and atmospheric pressure can be compensated for. However, the effects 
of atmospheric disturbances, especially on long focal length systems, are difficult if 
not impossible to deal with. This discussion covers the operation long focal length 
optical sensors from various aerial platforms. 

ATMOSPHERE ITS 

Temperature 

The temperature of the optical system's is 
Temperature affects the performance an optical system in "'"'"" 1 """r~n 
techniques exist which can eliminate and/or reduce these 
degree of compensation used. The two basic optical systems 
focal length systems are refractive and reflective 
the environmental effects on refractive systems 
general photographic systems. 

Both steady state and transient 
temperature. Of the transient 
compensate for. During temperature the temperature 
experienced by the lens introduces strain in the glass I lens elements. 
results in a shift in focus, and a lens modulation ti in an I 
reduction in contrast ratio at the film or sensing media. sh can be 
compensated for by using an autocollimating, closed-loop, autofocus technique. With 
the proper mechanization, this technique can reposition the effective focal plane at a 
plane of best focus. However, while the optical system is undergoing this transient 
condition, the system's peak resolution becomes degraded. 

The other effect of temperature is the shift in due to finite stable ambient 
temperature conditions. For each temperature, there is a discrete focal position. 
This position can be found also by using an autofocus system, or the shift for a given 
temperature can be measured under controlled laboratory conditions and the focus 
adjusted manually. 
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Atmospheric such as gradients, cloud cover, turbulence, and 
airflow across the sensor platform window also contribute to sensor performance. 

disturbances are the most elusive contributors to image degradation and are 
t if not e to compensate Examining the RF -4C aircraft as a 

shown aircraft velocities cause different 
ndows. Papers presented by Mr. R .. Fisher at 

1981 discussed the effects of airflow 
flight, and the imagery degradation caused 

photographic performance include cloud cover with the 
lack of shadow I associated with most aerial 

thermal turbulence which is at its peak approximately 2 hours after 
can severely reduce sensor 

is simi to looking at an object on the 
area on a warm, sunny this object is observed, 

generated by the heated surface can be 

sensor is amount of pollutants in the 
of these pollutants increases as the sensor depression angle 

to At depression angles of 14° or less, these 
pollutants to nt that, regardless of degree of pollutants, 
the effect due to the long slant ranges severely limits the information gathering 
capab i I sensor. 

a sensor to perform 
However, in 


